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CONTENTS 2

This manual is to present the user with information on efficient and safe work with the application.

Please familiarize yourself thoroughly with the information included.

The application is intended for a qualified and trained user with medical knowledge and experience.

2016 OptiMedi. All rights reserved.



1. Information on the Manufacturer

OptiMedi Spółka z o.o.

ul. Portowa 13b, lok. 0.23B

76-200 Słupsk

tel. +48 662 010 174

e-mail: customer@optimedi.pl

www: http://www.optimedi.pl

NIP 8393169130 REGON 221592469 KRS 0000407531

Share capital 91 000,00 PLN, paid up

National Court Register VIII Commercial Department of District Court Gdańsk-Północ in Gdańsk
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2. Information on OptiMedi Planner 2D

OptiMedi Planner 2D is a medical software that supports planning of orthopedic procedures. The

software helps one to select an implant optimal for the patient’s anatomic bone structure. The application

is dedicated to a professional user who has knowledge in the orthopedic field and ought to be used solely

in health care institutions. The image from the acquisition device, in a form of a DICOM file, is displayed

on the screen of a display apparatus. Please bear in mind that the displayed image is not diagnostic, but

it must be treated as a reference image. Due to factors affecting the correct calibration of images, each

time the user is required to verify the program indications according to his/her diagnostic experience.

The software does not provide measuring feature.

2.1. System Requirements

System Requirements:

– computer: RAM: 512 MB, USB port/network interface controller,

– display with resolution of at least 1024x768,

– access to the Internet with transfer of at least 56 Kb/s,

– operating system: Windows XP/Vista/7/8,
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3. Instructions for use of OptiMedi Planner 2D

A free paper manual version is available at the user’s request. To get one, please contact OptiMedi by

email: customer@optimedi.pl. The waiting time for instructions after contacting does not exceed

10 business days. Instructions are available in English, Polish and French. To review instructions, use

any program that supports .pdf files. If you do not have such a program, a free Adobe Acrobat Reader

DC software is available at https://get.adobe.com/pl/reader/

3.1. Software Installation

Planner 2D software is distributed through http://www.optimedi.pl as well as through a

USB device with a license key. Software available on the website provides access to test implants

after registration. To gain access to a particular implant manufacturer, contact OptiMedi by e -mail:

customer@optimedi.pl, telephone number: +48 59 3070670 or mobile number: +48 662 010 174

and purchase a USB license key.

The first software installation can be performed using installer downloaded from a web page

http://www.optimedi.pl or directly from the purchased USB.

3.1.1. Sofware Instalation from the Web Page

Make sure your machine fulfills requirements from section 2.1. Open the page

http://www.optimedi.pl, you may use any web browser. Navigate to Products -> Planner

2D. Download a full version. Run the downloaded file with administrator rights and follow the

instructions on the screen.

3.1.2. Software Installation form USB Device

Make sure your machine fulfills requirements from section 2.1. Plug the USB into the computers

USB port. If autorun is enabled, the installation begins itself. Otherwise, run the installation by double-

clicking the removable disk icon then, follow the instructions on the screen.
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3.2. Data Preparation

A rescaling of the size of the imaged structures always occurs while acquiring an X-ray image. The

magnification depends on structure’s position in the relation to the detector and the X-ray source (more

in the appendix 7). X-ray imaging device must be calibrated at the patient’s joint level to minimize the

scaling effect on distance readings in the application. If you are not sure at which level the calibration

was performed, you need to perform further calibration. To do so, place a marker of known size at the

height of the patient’s joint and take an X-Ray image. The resulting image must contain the operated

joint and the calibration element’s known dimension. It is recommended to use the marker in the form

of a ball (a metal 1-inch ball is used as a standard) or a disk whose center is placed at the height of the

joint midpoint. The ball on x-ray image is represented by a circle, whose diameter is the diameter of the

ball, regardless of it’s relation to the sensor and the source. The disk is always projected in the form of an

ellipse whose maximum diameter is the diameter of the disk. Proper marker positioning is shown in the

figure 3.1 and improper in the figure 3.2. Red plane determines the correct position of the center of the

marker as it passes through the midpoint of the hip joint and is perpendicular to the axis defined by the

radiation source and the detector (z-axis, blue). Improper marker positioning occurs when the marker is

placed too high or too low concerning the joint level.

In the case of patients who have already had a joint replacement performed, it is possible to use

elements of the prosthesis of known dimensions to calibrate the image sizes in the software. An example

might be the use of known diameter of the hip implant head when planning a hip replacement in the

second leg.

Figure 3.1: Proper marker placing

The images in DICOM format store the information about the distances on the image so the user may

use them without performing calibration with the external marker. Nevertheless, due to the scaling, it is

necessary to use additional calibration with an external marker if the calibration of X-ray imaging device

was not performed at the level of patient’s joint.

2016 OptiMedi. All rights reserved.
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Figure 3.2: Improper marker placing

The images in JPG (JPEG) format can be loaded into the software. Images in this format are not

treated as diagnostic, and the calibration is necessary with an external calibration marker.

Improper calibration leads to misguiding readings of software tools and improper scaling of implants

outlines.

3.3. Data Import

2D Planner software is an application that runs locally on the device on which it is installed. Cur-

rently, no method is available to import data from the PACS server. To load the data into the program,

one has to save them on the computer on which the planning is conducted. The software allows naviga-

tion through all the drives of the computer. While navigating through system’s drives software ignores

catalogs that do not contain .jpg, .jpeg or DICOM files. While loading catalog’s preview miniatures for

all images from this location are loaded. This process may take a while. If a directory was displayed by

software, it means that the images contained will be displayed, but when using low computing power

PC, it may take a notable moment.

3.4. Starting Project

Each planning starts with creating a project. After starting the application, create a new project (pro-

ject/new) and select patient’s X-ray image (DICOM, .jpg, .jpeg format) by navigating through computer

disks. You may also load an existing project (project/load). Use buttons in the menu shown in the fig-

ure 3.3.

When you navigate through drives, you may add desired locations to favorites to speed up future

search. Loading DICOM or JPG(JPEG) files is possible. If an opened catalog contains a lot of images,

loading may take a while. Directories which do not contain images are ignored. When loading DICOM

files, patient’s data is automatically imported to the project description.

2016 OptiMedi. All rights reserved.



3.4. Starting Project 8

Figure 3.3: Menu project

After image selection, a window will pop up, see figure 3.4. Name your project, fill in patient’s data

and specify the doctor conducting the planning. If the name of the physician is not on the list, you may

add it by selecting appropriate command on the list. Choose the type of surgery. Currently, only hip and

knee planning is available.After clicking save , the project is created, and work begins on it. If the name

of the project has already been previously used, the information is displayed asking for the confirmation

to overwrite the project.

Figure 3.4: New project window

After selecting loading of an existing project, recently saved projects are displayed. The search of

projects can be filtered by the attending physician, the patient or date, see figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Load project window

2016 OptiMedi. All rights reserved.



3.5. Saving Project 9

3.5. Saving Project

After loading a new image or an existing project, the menu expands and show the items presented in

the picture 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Menu project

The project can be saved at any time by using the button project/save or be saved with a new name

when selecting project/save as. The project will be saved along with the patient’s data in user catalog

C:/Users/username/Documents/OptiMedi/Projects with the specified name. It is recommended to create

regularly a backup of this catalog to protect yourself from data loss. Completed project can be exported to

a .jpg file by selecting project/export jpg. The created image contains X-ray data with tools and implants

overlaid, no description is saved along, see figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Exported .jpg file

If you wish to save the list of used implants along with the image, select project/report. The created

report can be printed or saved as .xps file, see figure 3.8.

2016 OptiMedi. All rights reserved.
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Figure 3.8: Exported report file

3.6. Calibration

In the case of DICOM images, calibration information is automatically imported from DICOM data

and calibration tool will not be displayed. The imported scale may be corrupted if the calibration of X-

Ray device was not performed on patient’s joint level, as explained in the section 3.2. In such case select

calibrate to overlay calibration tool. In the case of .jpg and .jpeg files loaded image is displayed with a

calibration tool overlaid. The tool has a default size set.

Calibration is performed by moving the tool over the marker and resizing it to fit the marker. If you

use correct DICOM data this action is redundant. Correct tool positioning is shown in the figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Correct calibration tool positioning

The calibration circle has two checkpoints (orange squares). One of them is for shifting and one for

size adjustment. After setting the calibration tool, press the button calibrate or double click the tool,

a „Calib circle real size [mm]” window will pop up. Enter the actual size of the marker expressed in

millimeters and confirm by pressing set.

2016 OptiMedi. All rights reserved.
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3.7. Implants

The list of available prostheses is displayed when you press implant. If the selected supplier’s im-

plants are available, the menu window displays the suppliers logo, as shown in figure 3.10. If the chosen

vendor’s prostheses are unavailable, after pressing its name, query for contact is displayed. After select-

ing a supplier, choose from the list the type, model and size of the prosthesis and then start the templating

process. Only implants adequate to selected project type (hip/knee) will be displayed on the list.

Figure 3.10: Selecting implants supplier

The active prosthesis outline is displayed in pink. Implant templates have two checkpoints, from

which one is for shifting and one for rotating.

Information about the implant is available on the bottom bar of the program, and it is expanded when

hovering over it with the cursor. An example of an active and inactive implant with their description is

shown in the figure 3.11.

You may change the model’s size of an active implant. You may also switch between outlines for left

or right limb. To change the size, use + and - buttons or use their counterparts on the keyboard. To switch

between right and left implant representation, click right and left buttons. The switches are shown in the

figure in 3.12.

2016 OptiMedi. All rights reserved.
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Figure 3.11: Active and inactive implant with their description

Figure 3.12: Implant tools

2016 OptiMedi. All rights reserved.
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3.8. Tools

The application offers the following tools to assist templating process:

– protractor,

– diff tool,

– ruler,

– canal,

– fit circle,

– cut.

Menu tool pop-up after clicking tool as shown in the figure 3.13. All tools include checkpoints that

can be dragged to change their shape or to move them. For each tool, a description and sample design

is displayed. Tools in use can be hidden and shown by using hide and show buttons placed on the tools

menu. Active tools and the prosthesis can be removed from the project by using the button remove, delete

keyboard button, or by mouse double-click. Some tools may have different behavior depending on the

type of project selected (hip/knee).

Figure 3.13: Menu tools

2016 OptiMedi. All rights reserved.
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3.8.1. Protractor

With a protactor tool, the user can determine the angle formed between two lines by moving tools

checkpoints. The accuracy of the indicated value depends on a successful calibration. The indications

must be verified by a physician according to his/her knowledge and experience. An example of use is

shown in the figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14: Protractor tool

3.8.2. Diff Tool

With a diff tool the user can determine the difference between the patient’s legs length. It usable only

on X-Rays with hip joints visible in AP (anterior-posterior) projection. To use it, select a specific point

on the femur (for example the trochanter minor) and a point on the pelvis (for example on the ischium)

for both sides. The difference in legs length is indicated with an accuracy dependent on a successful

calibration. The indications must be verified by a physician according his/her knowledge and experience.

An example of use is shown in the figure 3.15.

Figure 3.15: Diff tool

2016 OptiMedi. All rights reserved.
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3.8.3. Ruler

With a ruler tool, the user can determine the straight line distance between two points on the im-

age.The accuracy of the indicated value depends on a successful calibration. The indications must be

verified by a physician according to his/her knowledge and experience. An example of use is shown in

the figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16: Ruler tool

3.8.4. Canal

The tool canal is used to determine the medullary cavity axis. To use it, mark four points on the

edge of the medullary canal (two per side). The axis lies approximately on the line crossing the shortest

borders of the quadrangle through their centers. An example of use is shown the figure 3.17. For the hip

module, while the option snap (active magnet icon) is active, stem implant axis is automatically attracted

to the tool’s axis.

Figure 3.17: Canal tool

For the knee module, the axis of the tibial component of the prosthesis is snapped to the axis of the

canal. For femoral component, the implant is positioned so that the axes are parallel but not necessarily

overlapping.

2016 OptiMedi. All rights reserved.
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3.8.5. Circle

With a fit circle tool, the user can determine the center and diameter of the circle defined by three

points. The accuracy of the indicated value depends on a successful calibration. The indications must be

verified by a physician according to his/her knowledge and experience. An example of use is shown in

the figure 3.18.

Figure 3.18: Fit circle tool

3.8.6. Cut

The tool cut lets a user cut out and shift selected image fragment.

For the planning performed on hip joints, the tool has following behavior. After selecting the tool,

a pentagon is displayed on the image. If the image contains already a tool canal the tool cut will be

created around it. Adjust it’s shape and click cut button (inside pentagon). With the central checkpoint,

it is possible to move the cut piece of the image. The second checkpoint is used to rotate it. If the part

of the image contains a canal tool and attracted stem implant, all of them are moved along with the

image fragment. When moving the stem implant (with active option snap) nearby cup implant, the stem

is snapped to cup’s axis. When moving the tool, the distance (vertical and horizontal) to the original

position of the cut fragment is displayed. An example of use is shown in the figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19: Tools cut in hip planning

2016 OptiMedi. All rights reserved.
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For the planning performed on knee joints, the tool has following behavior. After selecting the tool,

the rectangle is displayed on the image. Adjust it’s shape and click cut button (inside rectangle). With

the central checkpoint, it is possible to move the cut piece of the image. The second checkpoint is used

to rotate it. If the part of the image contains an implant, it will be moved along with the cut fragment. No

snapping function is implemented for knee planning. An example of use is shown in the figure 3.20.

Figure 3.20: Tools cut in knee planning

3.8.7. Snapping

Additionally for the hip implants, a function of the attraction to the axis is implemented. It is activated

by selecting the button with an active magnet and turned off by the button with an inactive magnet as

shown in the figure 3.12.

With snapping being active, while moving stem implant in the presence of the cup, it may be in some

distance automatically snapped (rotated and moved) so that the axis of the two components align with

each other. The same functionality applies to moving of the cup in the presence of a stem. After aligning

the axis of the two components, additional information about the offset of the head of the implant is

displayed. When a snap function is disabled, the offset of the head implant is not calculated. If more

axes are marked on one implant, switching between them is accomplished by slashing movements of the

mouse.

This function is not implemented for knee implants.

3.9. Navigation

You can navigate the image with keyboard arrows or with a mouse by dragging image’s surface.

With mouse scroll, you can zoom in and out. Double clicking on the image restores its size to adjusted

to application window (initial size).

By double-clicking on the tool or implant, you can remove them from the project. When double-

clicking calibration tool a pop-up window will appear allowing to define real markers size.

2016 OptiMedi. All rights reserved.
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Checkpoints are used for rotating, shaping and moving elements. The checkpoint that is used for

moving is darker in color than the others.

To exit the program press the sign x in the top right corner of the screen.

2016 OptiMedi. All rights reserved.



4. Implant Database

The application is dedicated to be used with a database of implants offered by a supplier. The database

is regularly updated with new designs, as they appear. This software is distributed in the demo version

with a limited number of test implants through the website http://www.optimedi.pl. To extend

the implants outline database by chosen supplier, please contact OptiMedi to check their availability.

The number of implants available is constantly growing. An access to the implants other than test ones

is charged and it requires the provided USB with an integrated license to be permanently plugged to the

device.
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5. Reporting Errors

The software was developed and tested with the utmost care. If during the work with the application,

the user notices errors or a presence or absence of the software function affects the comfort of his/her

work, please report the remarks. There are three channels for reporting errors:

– personal - contact with distributor,

– remote access - through the use of the window that appears when you exit the program (Your

Feedback) or via e-mail: customer@optimedi.pl,

– call - from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on phone number: +48 59 3070670 or on mobile number: +48 662 010

174.
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6. Warnings

The application is designed to facilitate the choice of the correct implant during preoperative plan-

ning. Use of the application is allowed for users who have sufficient knowledge in medicine - orthopedists

and trauma surgeons.

Values displayed in software are correct only for precise calibration of the system. The manufacturer

does not specify the scope of the indications accuracy and the physician who is in charge of the planning

is responsible for their assessment.

Images in DICOM format are displayed as .jpg or .bmp files - they are not considered as diagnostic

images.
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7. Scaling in X-ray Imaging

X-ray imaging uses a spot source of radiation - all rays diverge conically from the center. As a result

of non-parallel ray tracing structures lying further away from the detector are projected with higher

magnification than structures closer to the detector. This behavior is represented in the figure 7.1. X-ray

devices record information about the image distances with the digital X-ray image. Information about

the distances on image is saved to the device during it’s calibration. Due to the fact that the distance

calibration is carried out at only one level (often at the level of the table), the data is only relevant for the

structures lying at the calibration level between the detector and the radiation source. Structures lying

outside this level have greater magnification (closer to the source than the calibrated level) or smaller

magnification (closer to the detector). If a user is not sure about the relation between the location of joint

and the level of the calibration of the imaging device, it is recommended to use an external marker. Setting

a marker at the same height between the source and the detector as imaged joint causes both elements to

be equally magnified. Knowing the size of the marker allows calculating the image magnification ratio

at level of the patient’s joint and thus calculate it’s dimensions.

Figure 7.1: Scaling in X-Ray imaging
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